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What is this Book?
The goal of this book is to price one-factor and multi-factor equity options using the Monte Carlo
method. In this essentially self-contained book we define the financial models and the underlying
mathematical theory for this class of options and we then design the corresponding algorithms
using a number of numerical techniques (such as the finite difference method). Having created
the algorithms we design the software applications using design and system patterns in C++.
Finally, we use the Standard Template Library (STL) and the boost library suite whenever
possible because of their robustness and suitability for applications in computational finance. In
short, we have attempted to trace the steps that produce a working software program in C++
from a given financial model.

What’s Special about this Book?
This is the first book in our opinion that discusses the complete software lifecycle of the Monte
Carlo simulation process for computational finance. In particular, the book introduces the most
important issues and topics in Monte Carlo simulation:
• The mathematical theory of stochastic differential equations.
• The Finite Difference Method (FDM) for Monte Carlo.
• One-factor and n-factor option pricing problems.
• Option sensitivities; early exercise features.
• Stochastic volatility and jump models.
• System and design patterns (GOF, POSA).
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• Standard libraries (STL, boost, OpenMP).

Furthermore, we provide working source code for the examples in the book and each chapter
has numerous practical exercises and projects that you work on and will be helpful when you
wish to extend the software framework. Each exercise is ranked according to its level of difficulty
using a ’star system’; simple exercises are denoted as ’*’ and the most difficult exercises are
’*****’. We have attempted to make the book as self-contained as possible by introducing the
financial and mathematical underpinnings of the Monte Carlo method. We also give a complete
discussion of advanced C++ and design patterns. This book assumes C++ knowledge to the
level discussed in Duffy 2006, for example.

Who is this Book for?
This hands-on book is for those developers, quantitative analysts, designers and modellers who
wish to understand the Monte Carlo method, apply it to computational finance and to improve
their C++ and software design skills. We have written the book in such a way that the reader can
learn the material by examining and running test models before moving to more advanced ones.
This book is also of interest to those finance professionals with work in model validation and risk
management. Finally, we expect the book to be useful to non-financial people such as engineers,
mathematical and software developers who wish to gain an understanding of financial models
and how to implement them in C++. We assume that the reader has a working knowledge of
C++; this is not a book for C++ novices!

The Structure of this Book
This book contains four major parts and these comprise 27 chapters in total.
Part I deals with the mathematical and numerical background to the Monte Carlo method.
We discuss Lebesgue integration, stochastic differential equations, the Finite Difference Method
(FDM) as well as specific finance examples such as stochastic volatility models. The added value
of Part I is that it contains much of the mathematical foundation needed for an understanding
of Monte Carlo simulation.
Part II is devoted to state-of-the-art object-oriented (OOP) and generic (C++ template)
programming (GP) techniques, how to use them, how to combine them and how to apply them
to computational finance. We show how the appropriate use of OOP and GP can improve
the flexibility and robustness of applications. Furthermore, in this part we review the famous
GOF and POSA patterns and we show how a subset of these patterns is vital to the creation
of a flexible software framework, in particular Whole-Part, Presentation-Abstraction-Control,
Bridge and Adapter, to name a few. The added value of Part II is that we use advanced
C++ programming models and design patterns to produce flexible designs for Monte Carlo
applications.
Part III focuses on the application of the Monte Carlo methods to financial applications.
We consider path-dependent and multi-asset options. We apply popular stochastic volatility
models, models based on exponential Levy processes and we apply variance reduction techniques
to calculate prices of options. Finally, we show how to obtain Greeks and prices for options
including early exercise features. The added value of Part III is that is introduces a range of
option pricing models and maps them to C++.
Part IV contains background information on a number of topics that are related to the
chapters in the first three parts of the book. First, we discuss how to improve the performance
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of C++ code by avoiding temporary object creation, loop optimization and by using function
objects instead of C-style function pointers. Furthermore, we give an introduction to the design
of parallel programs and how to implement them in the OpenMP library, a de facto standard
for the creation of multi-threaded applications in shared memory computers. We also devote
a chapter to describing how to integrate C++ code with the Excel spreadsheet program using
COM and Automation addins. Finally, we devote two chapters to random number generation
and other mathematical methods that are needed in this book. The added value of Part IV is the
detailed discussion of a number of supporting techniques that add to the robustness, efficiency
and flexibility of C++ applications.

How can I use this Book?
After having studied this book, reviewed and run the code on the CD you should then have a
good understanding of how to create your own Monte Carlo models. There are different ways
to achieve this end and seeing that the book consists of 27 chapters we think it is necessary to
discuss how to read these chapters (and in which order). Some scenarios are:
1. By reading the chapters in Parts I, II and III in that order. This is the standard route and
it is suitable for those readers who wish to learn the Monte Carlo method in a step-by-step
fashion.
2. For those readers who wish to start developing their own applications as soon as possible.
In that case we advise reading chapters 4 and 5, moving to the chapters in Part II and then
finally examining the code and models for the one-factor and n-factor problems in Part III.
3. The small software framework in chapter 0 can be generalized to more complex applications,
especially when this process is executed in conjunction with the design and system patterns
of chapters 9, 10, 11 and 12.
Of course, there are many other ways to use the book but the above list may be a useful starting
point.

What this Book is not
This is not a book on how to learn C++. We assume that the reader has a good working
knowledge of object-oriented aspects of the language (such as inheritance, composition and polymorphism). We assume some knowledge of STL and template programming to the level that is
discussed in Duffy 2004 and Duffy 2006. The code on the CD is not a software package.

Source Code, Support and Contact
You may use the code on the CD for your personal use and in your own applications only.
For feedback, (constructive) criticisms, suggestions please send to www.datasimfinancial.com
where you can join our forum free of charge. We have done our utmost to check for typos
and errors in the book; if you find any we would be most grateful if you bring them
to our attention. We will correct them in the next edition of the book.
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